Compressed sensing image mapping spectrometer can acquire the entire three-dimension (3-D) datacube of the objects instantaneously in a snapshot. The system can slice and encode the input image to different parts and disperses each part to be imaged on the detector. The reconstruction algorithm utilizes the sparse of the datacube in spatial and spectral dimensions to estimate the optimal results by compressed sensing concept. This paper establishes the sensing matrix for a novel datacube reconstruction approach, which combines the whole sliced parts to make full use of the raw mixture data. The simulations are conducted under different values of system parameters. The results show that the more pieces is sliced from the input image, the quality of the reconstructed datacube is higher, which reveals that the reconstruction approach proposed in this paper is effective to improve the quality of the datacube.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral imaging system can acquire the spectral intensity and spatial distribution information of the target. The information is named as 3-D (three -dimension) datacube, which contains much spatio-spectral signature details of the sense [1] . The advantages of the knowledge of the 3-D datacube can be valuable in many areas, such as medical imaging, remote sensing, gas identification and so on [2] - [4] . However, the massive 3-D data is needed to be scanned in one spatial dimension or the spectral dimension during the detection, since the detector is 2-D format. This scanning processing can weaken the light throughput, reduces the robustness of the system, and limits the ability to measure the dynamic targets [5] .
In recent years, along with the emergence of the compressed sensing (CS) theory, the sampling schemes limited by the Shannon-Nyquist theorem can be overcome [6] , [7] , so that the massive high dimension data can be captured by fewer samples with traditional sensors. Since the nature image of each spectral band is usually sparse in some The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang . transform domain, such as wavelet or Fourier domain [8] , and the spectral information of the object points shows significant redundancy [9] , the datacube of the target can be represented by a few elements from a basis or dictionary, which makes it possible to obtain the entire datacube in a single snapshot by a format sensor [10] . The coded aperture snapshot spectral imager (CASSI) proposed by Duke University employs a coded aperture to encode the input image in spatial domain and disperse the coded image by a prism to capture the mixture spatio-spectral data on a detector, and the entire 3-D datacube is recovered by CS algorithm [11] - [13] . In order to reduce the mixture of spatio-spectral data acquired by detector, and to improve the quality of the reconstructed datacube, the compressed sensing image mapping spectrometer (CSIMS) is proposed [14] , which utilizes a coded image mapper to slice the input image to different directions and encoded each piece of sliced image by a binary-coded strip mirror. A prism array is used to disperse the coded sliced images, and the mixture spatio-spectral data array is captured by a detector.
In this paper, we propose a novel reconstruction approach for the CSIMS, which makes use of the whole raw data and leads to a novel sensing matrix to recover the datacube. Compared with the segments reconstruction approach used before, the novel one can reveal higher quality for each spectral image and more accurate spectral curves.
II. GENERAL PRINCIPLE
The system layout is shown in Fig. 1 , which illustrates the architecture components of the system and the structure of the coded image mapper (CIM). The fore optics forms the target image on the CIM, and the CIM is composed of plenty of strip mirrors, each of which has binary-coded coating mask on the surface. The first image of the target formed on the CIM is sliced and encoded in binary. The sliced images on different strip mirrors are reflected to different directions. The light after CIM is collected by the collimating lens, and forms a pupil array on the back focal plane. A prism array is used to disperse the collimating light from different sub-pupils. Finally, the light is re-imaged by the imaging lens array on a 2-D format sensor. The data flow of CSIMS is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The datacube of the target is sliced to strip segments and encoded by binary mask in spatial domain firstly, besides, all the image segments are arranged in array according to the reflection angles from mirror facets on CIM. Then the prisms array disperses all the encoded image segments to form the mixture spatio-spectral raw data.
III. THE FORWARD SENSING MODEL AND DATACUBE RECONSTRUCTION APPROACH
The reconstruction of the datacube from the raw mixture data is an undetermined problem. The recorded data is much less than the datacube to be reconstructed. So that, the estimation of the datacube is converted to be an optimization problem as shown below in Eq.
(1)
where g is the measurement result recorded by detector. H is the forward operation matrix. W is the transform basis usually including wavelet, Fourier, cosine, curvelet or trained dictionaries domain. θ is the sparse coefficient representing the datacube in the transform domain, and τ is a tuning parameter for the penalty term. f, g and θ are all represented as column vectors. This is an underdetermined equation, so that, f should be estimated by the compressed sensing algorithm, such as Gradient Projection for Sparse Reconstruction (GPSR) [15] algorithm, Two-step Iterative Shrinkage/Thresholding (TwIST) [16] algorithm, and Blind Compressed Sensing (BCS) [17] algorithm et al, to find the most sparse solution, which is assumed to be the best estimation for the datacube. Since the raw data of CSIMS is arranged in array, the reconstruction is conducted on each segment image respectively. And then, all the reconstructed segments are assembled together to be the entire datacube. The reconstruction architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . However, this reconstruction method does not make full use of the advantages of CSIMS in reducing the spatio-spectral mixture, and when the size of mirror facet become thinner, the mixture in spatial and spectral information become more serious, which makes the quality of reconstruction results deteriorate visibly.
To solve this problem, we should consider the raw data together to make a novel strategy. The reconstruction approach architecture is shown in Fig. 4 . The segments of the raw data should be arranged in one dimension by the order of the CIM mirror facets rank, which is represented by G. Then the datacube is estimated from this rearranged raw data. CIM is assumed to contain N c periodic blocks, and there are M c mirrors in each block. The coded mask on each mirror facet is assumed to have M × N coded elements. So that the size of G is {M ×(N +L−1)M c N c }, where L is the number of spectral channels. The reconstructed datacube F can be a 3-D matrix is of size {M × NN c M c × L}. G and F can be represented as column vectors. The CSIMS detector measurement can be given by,
where H is the system forward matrix for the rearranged raw data G, and ω is the noise. Then, the H can be expressed as 
where where 0 is the zero matrix, and is of the
where 
where the T contains {[M c N c MN ] × L} t matrices. When the M = 2, N = 16, M c = 2, N c = 2, L = 4, and the CIM is random binary encoded, the system forward matrix H is shown in Fig. 5 .
IV. IMAGING AND RECONSTRUCTION SIMULATIONS
In order to prove the effectiveness of the proposed reconstruction approach comparing with the traditional segment reconstruction approach, the imaging simulation is conducted using the Pushroom Hyperspectral Imager (PHI) remote sensing data [18] . The chosen part of the datacube contains 640 × 640 pixels and 8 spectral bands from 500nm to 650nm. Figure 6 shows the input datacube. Different system parameters are selected to conduct the imaging simulations. One is the CASSI system, which means that N c = 1 and M c = 1, namely, there is only one mirror facet on the CIM. The system parameters under different TABLE 1. The system parameters for simulations. FIGURE 7. The rearranged raw data for different system parameters, (a) is for Para #1, (b) is for Para #2, (c) is for Para #3, (d) is for Para #4, (e) is for Para #5.
situations are shown below in Table. 1, marked by Para #1 to Para #5. The situations shown above contains different numbers of mirrors and periods in CIM, however, there is the same number of coded elements in different situations. The CIM used in the simulations is random binary encoded. The reconstructed datacube is of size 128 × 128 × 8. The raw data should be rearranged for reconstruction, which is shown in Fig. 7 . The order of the segments rearranged should follow that of CIM. In practice, this rearranging processing should be conducted through calibration.
The sparse basis chosen for reconstruction is the 2-D wavelet transform. The CS reconstruction algorithm we used to estimate the best sparse result for all the situations is Two-Step Iterative Shrinkaeg/Thresholding (TwIST), which is an optimization algorithm with high precision and arithmetic speed, besides, the Fourier transform, discrete cosine transform, wavelet tranform and total variation transform can be used in TwIST. We use the Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structure Similarity (SSIM) [19] to evaluate spatial quality of the datacube, and use the Relative Spectral Quadratic Error (RQE) [20] and Spectral Angle (SA) [21] for the spectral quality. The reconstructed spectral images of 500nm, 580nm and 650nm for different situations are shown in Fig. 8 . The PSNR and SSIM for each spectral images under different situations are shown in the Table. 2.
We can find that when the CIM contains more mirror facets, the PSNR, SSIM shows higher value, which means higher image quality. The PSNR for the Para #5 shows an improvement about 1 dB compared with that of Para #1. The SSIM reveals the spatial structure similarity of each reconstructed spectral images compared with the original ones. When the two images are identical, the SSIM equals 1. The results show that the reconstructed images of Para #5 are more similar with the original ones than those of Para #1 -Pare #4. At the same time, the images illustrated in Fig. 8 show that the more mirrors in CIM, more details in the reconstructed images, and Para #5 contains more spatial details than other situations.
We randomly chose 100 points on each of the reconstructed datacube from Para #1 -Para #5 for spectral evaluation. The RQE and SA are calculated for each spectral curves and the average of the values are shown in Table. 3. We can find that the average of RQE and SA become lower when the CIM contains more mirror facets from Para. 1 to Para. 5, which reveals that the spectral curves become more accurate. The improvement of the reconstructed images and spectral curves relies on the reduction of spatial -spectral mixture in the raw data. More mirror facets introduce more available data, which is the advantage of CSIMS.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel reconstruction approach for CSIMS. The segments of the sliced images are combined together to form the raw data of the CS algorithm. This approach takes the advantages of CSIMS and makes full use of the reduction of spatial -spectral mixture. Simulations are conducted to prove that the approach can improve the spatial value of each spectral image and the accuracy of the spectral curves.
